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GENERIC SUBMANIFOLDS WIm PARALLEL RICCI
CURVATURE OF 8 2..+1 (1)

By U-HANG KI AND DAE Ho JIN

o. Introduction

A submanifold M of a Sasakian manifold M2111+1 is called a generic (an
antilwlomorphic) if the normal space N,(M) of M at any point pEM is
mapped into the tangent space T,(M) by action of the structure tensor F
of the ambient manifold M2111+1, that is, FNp(M) c T,,(M) for each point
pEM ([3J, [9J, [10J).

The main purpose of the present paper is to characterize generic submani·
folds with parallel Ricci tensor of an odd-dimensional sphere 8 211I+1 (1) such
that the Sasakian structure vector is tangent to the submanifold.

In characterizing the submanifolds, we shall use the following Theorem A
and B.

TEOREM A([7J). Let M he an n-dimensional complete generic submanifold with
flat normal connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphde S2III+l (1) and let the
8asakian structure vector defined on S2".+1 (1) be tangent to M. If the structure
induced on M is normal and if the mean curvature vector of M is parallel in
the normal bundle, then M is a pythagorean product of the form

S'I (rl) x······ XSPNCrN),
where Ph ...,PN are odd-numbers;;:'l, rI2+······+rN2=1, N=2m+l-n, S"Cr)
being p-dimensional sphere with radius r>0.

THEOREM B([4J). Let M be an n-dimensional complete generic submanifolds
of an odd-dimensional sphere S2.+1 (1) with flat normal connection. Suppose
that M is proPer Einstein and the scalar curvature K of M satisfies K =1= n Cn -1).
If the induced structure on M is partially integrable, then M is of the form

S·Cr) XS·Cr), sq(r) x···..·XsqCr) CN-times), Nq=n,
where q is an odd-number and 2m-n+2=N, CN=I=n+2).

1. Preliminaries

Let M2m+1 be a C2m+1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods tu; yl} and with structure tensors (Fl, Gji, Vi).
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Then we have

(1. 1) {FiF/= -Oih+ Vi Vh, VjF/=O, FihVi=O,
Vi Vi=l, Ghl,FjhFl=Gji- V j V;,

V; being the associated I-form of vb, where here and in the sequal the
indices h, i,j, .. ' run over the range {I, 2, ..., (2m+ I)}.

We denote by V; the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
the Christoffel symbols {;hj } formed with Gj ;. We then have

(1. 2) V; Vh=F;h, VjF;h= -GjiVh+oi V;.

Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {V; xa} and isometrically immersed in M2m+1 by
the immersion i: M -7 M2m+1. We identify i(M) with M itself and represent
the immersion locally by yh=yh(xa), where here and in the throughout this
paper the indices a, b, c, d and e run over the range {I, 2, 3, ... , n}. If we
put Bah=oaYh, (oa=ojoxa), then Bah are n linearly independent vectors of
M2m+1 tangent to M.

We denote by Cip (=2m+1-n) mutually orthogonal unit normals to M,
then we have

(1. 3) gcb=GjiB/Bb;, GjiBjC:/=O, gyx=Gj;C/Cx;.

Since the immersion is isometric, gcb and gyx being the fundamental metric
tensor of M and that of the normal bundle of M respectively. Throughout
this paper the indices x, y, z, u, v and w run over the range {1*, 2*, ... , p*} .

Denoting by Vc the operator of van der Waerden-Borotolotti covariant
differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols hac} formed with gcb,
then we obtain equations of the Gauss and Weingarten for M

(1. 4) VcBbh = hcbxCx\ VcCxh= -hcaxBah

respectively. hcbx and h/x appearing here are both called the second funda
mental form of M with respect to the normals Cxh and are related by hcax=
hcbYgbagyX' (gcb) = (gcb) -1.

The mean curvature vector lhx=lgcbhcbx of M is said to be parallel ifn n
Vchx=O.

If the ambient manifold M2m+1 is a (2m +1) -dimensional unit sphere
S2m+1 (1) , then the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci for M are
given respectively by

(1. 5)

(1. 6)

(1. 7)

Kdcba=Odagcb-ocagdvt hdaahcbx-hcaxhdbx,

Vdhcbx- Vchdbx=O,

Kdcyx=hdexh/y-hceXhdey,

where Kdcba and Kdcyx are the curvature tensor of M and that of the



haexh/y=heexhaey'

of M is said to be flat.
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connection in the normal bundle respectively.
If Kae/=O, that IS,

(1. 8)

then the normal connection
We have from (1. 5)
(1.9) K eb = (n-l)geb+hxhebx-heexhbex,

K eb being the Ricci tensor of M, which implies
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(1. 10)

where K is the scalar curvature of M. If PaKeb=O, then the submanifold
M is said to be Ricci parallel.

A submanifold M is called proper Einstein if it satisfies K eb = (Kjn)gcb,
K =1= 0.

Throughout this paper, we consider only generic submanifolds immersed
in Sasakian manifold. Then we can put in each coordinate neighborhood

(1. 11)
(1. 12)
(1. 13)

FlB/=feaBah-fc'rC} ,
FlCxj=fxaBah,

Vh= faBah+ fXCxh,

where f/ is a tensor field of type 0, 1), fex a local I-form for each fixed
index x, fa a vector field and fX a function for each fixed index x.

Now applying the operator F to (1. 11) - (1. 13) and taking account of
(1. 1), (1. 3) and these equations, we essily that ([3J)

(1. 14)

1
f/fea= -oea+feXfxa+fefa, f/fe X= -fcfX,
fef/= -fXfxa, fxefeY=oxY-fxf Y, fefeX=O,

fef e+ fxf X =I, gaef/!be=gcb-fcXfbx-fe!b,

where fe=fegee and fx=fYgyx.
Putting feb= f/gab and fxe= fxagan then we have

feb= -fbn fxe=fex.

Differentiating O. 11) - (1. 13) covariantly along M and making use of
(1. 2), (1. 4) and these relationships, we find ([3J)

(1. 15)
(1. 16)
(1. 17)
(1. 18)
(1. 19)

Pe!ba= -gebfa+o/!b+hebxfxa-h/x!bx,
Pc fbx=gebfX+heexfbe.

Ve!b= feb +hebxfx,
Pefx= -fex-heexf.,
heexfeY=he/fxe.
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The aggregate (fea, geb, feX, fa, fX) satisfying (1. 14) is said to be normal
(partially integrable) if

(1.20) heexfbe+hbexf/=0,
(1. 21) f/Vbfbx_!beVefex- (Vefbe-Vbf/)fex- (Vefb-Vbfe)fx=O

holds respectively ([4J) .

2. Tangential generic submanifolds of an odd-dimensional sphere

From now on we consider the generic submanifold M of S2m+l(l) such
that the Sasakian ctructure vector Vh given by (1. 13) is tangent to M, that
is, fX=O. Such a submanifold will be called a tangential generic submanifold
of S2m+1 (1).

We first prove

LEMMA 1. Let M be a tangential generic submanifold with flat normal
connection of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2m+l (1). If the Ricci curvature
of M is covariantly constant, then the induced structure on M is normal.

Proof. Transvecting (1.9) with fe and using (1.18) with fX=O, we find
(2.1) Kbefe= (n-1)!b+hbexfxe-h:;r!bx.
Differentiating (2. 1) covariantly along M and substituting (1. 16) and
(1. 17) with fX=O, we get

(2.2) Kbef/= (n-1)feb+ (Vehbex)fxe+hbexheaxfea- (Vehx)!bx-hxheeXJbe
because the Ricci tensor of M is parallel.

If we take the skew-symmetric part of this and make use of (1. 6) and

(1. 9), then we obtain

(2.3) (Vehx)fbx- (Vbhx)fex-2hbexhea:rfea-hbaxheaxf/+heaxheax fbe=o.

Transvecting (2.3) with hefb and taking account of (1. 14) and (1. 18)
with fX=O, we should have

(2.4) hdexfxe=Pxfr-Ph,
where we have put Px=hdeyfxdfey.

Differentiating (2.4) covariantly and using (1.16) and (1.17) withfx=O,
we find

(Vehbex) fxe+hbef&heaxfea= (VePx) !bx+ Pxheexf/-pfeb.

Thus, (2. 2) reduces to

(2.5) Kbef/= (n-p-l)feb+ (VePx-Vehx)!bx+ (Px-hx)heeXf{.
Transvecting (1. 9) with f/ gives

(2.6) Keef/= (n-p-l) fey+ (hx-Px)heexf/

with the aid of (1. 8), (1. 18) with fX=O, (1. 19) and (2.4).
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If we transvect (2. 5) with /Cb and take account of (1. 14) and (1. 18)
with fX=O, (2.1) and (2.6), we get

(2.7) K=n(n-p-l) -hx(px-hx).

Comparing this with (1. 10), we obtain

(2.8) hcbxhcbx=hxpx+np.

Now, computing the length of square of V c!hx, we have

(2.9) Ilvc!hxI/2=hcbxhcb.T-hcexhacxf/fay-p

with the aid of (1. 4), (1. 16), (1.18) and the fact that fX=O.
Since the normal connection on M is flat, using the Ricci identity for !hx ,

we have

which implies

(vbr cfbx)fxc= Kcbfbxfxc
because of (1. 16) with fX=O. Thus, it follows that

(2. 10) (FbVcfbT)fxc= (n -1)p+ hx px - hcexhbexf/fby,

where we have used 0.9).
On the other hand, we see from (1. 14) and 0.16) with fx=O and (2.4)

that fxcrcfl,x=O. Applying r b to this and substituting (2.10), we find

(2.11) (Vc!h x) (vbfxc) =hcexhbexf/fby-hxpX- (n-l)p.

Substituting (2.9) and (2. 11) into the the identity

-} lircfb oT +rbfcx ii 2= ilrcfbxlI2+ (Vcfbx) (rcfxb)

and taking account of (2.8). we should have

rcfbx+Vbfcx=O.
Thus, (1. 20) holds because of (1. Hi). This complete the proof of the

lemma.

According to Theorem A and Lemma 1, we conclude

THEOREM 2. Let M be an n-dimensional/complete and tangential generzc
submanifold of an odd-dimensional unitrsphere: S2m+1 0). If the normal
connection is jlat, the mean curvature 'vector of M is parallel in the normal
bundle and the Ricci curvature of 1'.1 is covariantly constant, then M is a
pythagorean product of the form

SP 1 (rl)x'" ...xSPN(rN) ,

where PI, ... , PN are odd numbers~l, r1 2 + ... +rN2 =1, N=2m+l-n.

Transvecting (1. 20) with f/fa b and making use of (1. 14) and (1. 18)
with fX=O, we find
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(2.12) hcexf/=Pyz:'f/-oyXf"

where we have put PYZx=hcbxf/fzb.
Substituting (2. 12) into (1. 12), then we see that the induced structure on

M is partially integrable.
In particular, if M is proper Einstein space, then we have from (1. 9)

hcexhbex-hxhcbx= {n(n-l) -K} Ingcb

Transvecting this with f/f b and taking account of (1. 14) and (1. 18)
with fx=O and (2.4), we find hy=py. Hence (2. 7)becomes K=n(n-p-l).

Thus, it follows that K-n(n-l) *0.

Owing to Theorem B, we have

THEOREM 3. Let M be an n-dimensional complete and tangential generic

submanifold of an odd-dimensional sphere S2m+1 (1) with flat normal connection.

If M is proper Einstein, then M is of the form
Sm(r) XSm(r), Sq(r) x XSq(r) (N-times) , Nq=n

where q is an odd number and 2m-n+2=N, (N*n+2).
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